Flexible reporting and analyzing solution for
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central
Qlik product family

As one of the world’s leading BI platforms, the Qlik product family offers users boundless possibilities for
analyzing and visualizing business data. Unlike traditional solutions, Qlik products are user-controlled and
intuitive. Qlik Sense is a complete data analytics platform that sets the standard for a new generation of analytics. Alongside Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central and the Dynamics 365 product family, any desired
applications and systems, such as SQL databases, other CRM systems, or even online shops, can be connected
as data sources.

Integration for Qlik Sense and Business Central

As a Qlik partner, prisma informatik GmbH offers a convenient and efficient solution for
the integration of both systems, especially for
Dynamics 365 Business Central. The BC Suite was
developed specifically for data preparation and
the connection to Qlik solutions and offers many
additional functions. The connection of the
cloud-based application Qlik Sense to Business Central can be easily realized with BC Suite.
With BC Suite, our customers do not need far-reaching knowledge of the Qlik products, nor does the
IT department need to provide elaborate and costly
support in the ETL process.

BC Suite - Your Advantages
●

Comfortable script creation and simple data
modelling from the respective ERP
environment

●

Integrated Best-Practice-Templates for generating own analyses in a short time

●

Direct and interactive integration of any desired Qlik Sense objects into the interface of
Business Central

●

Expanded analysis possibilites, process controlling in realtime

●

Multiple data source administration

●

Cloud solution

www.prisma-informatik.com/Qlik
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BC Suite designed for Qlik - how does it work?

The BC Suite features a Script Generator to automatically generate the required scripts for data modeling. The
Grouping Function enables the ERP data to be restructured for analysis purposes in any desired dimensions.
With the various layout Templates already integrated in the BC Suite, users can work immediately with the
interfaces tailored to their department or adjust and extend them according to their needs.
Using Dynamics 365 Integration, Qlik Sense analyses can be integrated directly into the ERP system’s interface.

About prisma informatik GmbH

The prisma informatik GmbH, based in Nuremberg, uses the ERP software Microsoft Dynamics Business
Central and Qlik Sense Business Intelligence solutions to plan, develop and manage future-orientated IT platforms for national and international medium-sized companies. Customers from a wide range of industries
rely on our expert knowledge and experience in all phases of a project as well as daily operations.
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